Reminiscence: A Sound Walk
Transcript

(Light soundscape plays in the background, and female voice begins to speak.)

Nostalgia
What is Nostalgia?
Nostalgia
Yearning
What are we yearning for?
Nostalgia
Homesick
What makes us homesick?
Nostalgia
Sentimental
What makes us feel?
Nostalgia
Memory
What do we remember?
Nostalgia

(Soundscape stops shortly after the word “interrupted” is said, then starts again in the next sentence. The short break continues every time the speaker says interrupted.)

Interrupted
What made us fearful?
Nostalgia
Interrupted
made us stripped of our freedom
Nostalgia
Interrupted
What made us less then?
Nostalgia
Interrupted
What forced us to hope for a better tomorrow?
Nostalgia
Trauma
What made us fight for an equality.
To never want to go back to only look forward
Nostalgia